
Proposed 2018-2019 MLWGS School Operating Calendar Public Comments

Timestamp Constituent Name MLWGS Affiliation Comment

Supports 

Proposal

Does Not 

Support Other

12/12/2017 13:25:06 Denise Flournoy Parent I am in favor of the early start calendar. X

12/12/2017 14:50:14 Lisa Callahan Parent I vote for the early start calendar! X

12/12/2017 14:50:50 Bill Callahan Parent I vote for the early start calendar! X

12/12/2017 14:58:44 Tracey Lamb Parent

I fully support the change in early start calendar for 2018-2019. I 

hope it’s approved. X

12/12/2017 15:17:07 Julie Seabury Parent of a student

I believe that an early start makes sense for the students at 

Maggie Walker. Many of the students start early already for AP 

classes anyway. Also, fall sports start as early as August 1st . 

Getting our children to practice and the early AP classes is difficult 

for working parents, because they are held at all different times 

during the day and if your student doesn't drive yet getting them 

there is difficult.    Also, since many schools in town follow this 

early schedule, most camps and summer jobs are already 

finished at this time in August.  

I see no down side to starting early except just the first summer 

the students will have a shortened summer; in the long run it 

would be for the best. X

12/12/2017 17:03:02 Kim Lee Parent

Please consider November 5 to be a day off.  All other counties 

have that day off (for either parent teacher conference or teacher 

work day).  Until this year (2017), both Monday and Tuesday of 

the first week of November (where Tuesday is an election day) 

has been days off school.  This year Monday was a regular school 

day while all the rest of the counties had that Monday off.  It is 

disruptive for families with kids in different school systems.  Thank 

you. X

12/12/2017 17:42:56 Ingrid Hale Parent

Please adopt the Early Start calendar!  From a college admission 

perspective, it would so much more beneficial to the students to 

have the extra time at the start of the school year to start their AP 

work.  Please contact me if you have any questions. X

12/12/2017 17:45:25 Ingrid Hale Parent

One additional comment about the Early Start calendar, which we 

are in support of.  I think you should amend the spring break week 

to March, if possible.  If you are trying to mimic the private school 

calendars, their breaks are much earlier.  And, this would give 

more time for AP review in April.  

12/13/2017 9:42:15 Liz Blue Parent

Both my husband and I support the early start time.   There are so 

many reasons that support this change.    Thank you for 

proposing this. X

12/13/2017 9:56:24 Joe Lerch

Parent of Chloe Lerch 

(Freshman) I support the early start. X
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12/13/2017 10:00:42 Theresa Welenteychik Parent of a Freshman

For families with other school aged children, like myself, who are 

not at Maggie Walker, having one student go back early and one 

start after Labor Day significantly reduces the number of weeks 

available for vacation possibilities during the summer.  The idea is 

an interesting one, but I do not agree that we should start before 

Labor Day.  X

12/13/2017 11:12:27 Kendal Kruse

Daughter is a student 

there

I agree with the Early Start calendar. I feel like with AP courses 

having to start early anyway this would eliminate that having to 

happen and it would go with the normal school start days and 

then by June the kids are exhausted and ready to check out 

where with this calendar they would be done by the end of May 

and have a full 2 1/2 months open for working or time with family. 

In addition by daughter does a fall sport so again already going to 

school for that so starting school early would be a help for that. I 

am in full support of this Early Start calendar. X

12/13/2017 11:48:21 Rachel Downey Parent

I am in full support of the early start calendar for multiple reasons.  

This is my 7th continuous year having a child at MLWGS and I 

have seen the stress involved in AP preparation & January exams 

first-hand and I whole-heartedly agree with the academic rationale 

behind the proposal.  On a personal and somewhat selfish level, 

this schedule would allow my son to begin his summer job (in 

southwestern VA) on time as opposed to starting 3 weeks later 

than his co-workers who come from other areas of the country.  I 

also like the fact that students would start back to school around 

the same time as college students (allowing for more "family time" 

during the summer for those of us who have college-aged 

students). X

12/13/2017 12:06:40 Prasad Kamma Edlapalli

Parent of MLWGS 

Studeny Rationale for early start calendar is good. We should go for it. X

12/13/2017 12:38:42 Rebecca Jennings Parent 

I approve and also appreciate the proposed earlier start for the 

2018-2019 school year. With sports and AP classes, it's easier on 

our family verses going back and forth. X

12/13/2017 15:45:27 Emily Goodman

Parent of a student in 

the class of 2019

The early start calendar makes complete sense and I am fully on 

board with its adoption. I understand and agree with the reasons. I 

like the idea that my daughter would have more class time for 

multiple AP classes. I have 2 other students in Henrico county 

and even though the early calendar would mean they have 

different start and end times, I am still in support of the early 

calendar. Thank you, it’s a great idea to take some pressure off 

our kids. X
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12/13/2017 16:37:52 Carrie Lindley Parent

I am concerned about a few dates appearing on both proposed 

calendars. First, the MLK Jr. holiday is on 1/21/19, but the student 

holiday is listed as 1/14/19. I'm wondering if this is just an error. 

Second, and more importantly, the MLWGS kids will not have the 

same Spring Break as any of the surrounding districts (assuming 

they vote to pass their proposed calendars, which feature a 

"consistent spring break" of the first week in April, and a Monday 

holiday the day after Easter). 

If those two issues, particularly the Spring Break issue, are 

addressed, I'm interested in the new early start schedule. I think 

the rationale behind that move makes sense, although it will also 

present some challenges and will be deeply unpopular this 

summer among the students (since summer will be two weeks 

shorter -- and those are two weeks of vacation they will never be 

"repaid"). I hope that this summer, in particular, assignments will 

be greatly reduced to make that shorter break feel more like a 

break. I am a little curious about the end of the Spring sports 

season... will any of those events carry over into June, even 

though school is over for the year? 

Thanks,

Carrie Lindley X

12/13/2017 16:56:41 Ruth Webb Parent

I think moving to the 20th for a start date is too dramatic of a shift.  

It shortens the kids' (and teachers') summer significantly this year 

which seems unfair. Some families (including ours) has already 

made plans for late summer.  Have you considered a 8/27 start 

date?  Perhaps bumping another week earlier in 2019?  A 8/27 

start late would at least address some of the early AP work piece 

of the rationale.  Some schools give their exams before the winter 

break w/ a 8/27 start date w/ the understanding that it's a smaller 

amount of information than the May/June exam. X

12/13/2017 18:04:29 Stacey Nardi Parent of sophomore

Our family is in total support of the early start! The AP classes at 

MW already start earlier anyway. I've had 3 older children go 

through Henrico schools and the early May IB tests and AP 

exams are a huge issue. They have all attended many Saturday 

sessions in order to get the instructional time in needed  to 

prepare. The school days in June are wasteful for many reasons. 

This is the way the entire area should go! X
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12/13/2017 18:08:10 Molly Goodman Student (junior)

I would prefer the early start calendar because I appreciate all the 

reasons it is being proposed.  I would love to have earlier exams; I 

think as a senior (in 2018-2019) especially it would be much less 

stressful.  I also like the idea of having 2 extra weeks for AP 

classes instead of just 3 days.  It would be strange not to have 

any school in June, but it is definitely a good kind of strange. X

12/13/2017 19:13:15 Nathan Beck Student Parent

I feel strongly the school year is currently long enough for the 

students in attendance days and academic content.  If we were 

going to vote, my vote is a strong no extension of the school days. X

12/13/2017 20:31:19 Katie Quinn Student Early start X

12/14/2017 7:09:46 Jennifer Law

alumni 

parent/Foundation 

employee

I am so glad you've proposed an earlier-start option. Maybe I 

shouldn't have much input since my child graduated last spring, 

but I've wanted an earlier school year like this for several years 

now and felt this way when my child was at MLWGS. Doing 

midterms before Christmas is, in my opinion, a much better and 

more efficient use of the week preceding the winter break. I also 

think it makes a lot of sense to finish the instructional year before 

AP testing in early May and then be done after SOLs. Those 

weeks in June felt superfluous for the four years my older child 

was at MLWGS (even though the teachers did extra units of study 

and did not waste the time, it seemed crazy to keep going that 

long after APs). And it makes our graduation SO late compared to 

several of the feeder counties, who let their seniors exempt or 

take exams early. Last year, many of my child's CCPS senior 

friends were finished two whole weeks before our MLWGS 

seniors. This early start makes total sense for the athletes too, I 

think. I hope you get lots of support for this and do it, because I 

hope other RVA-area systems will see the logic in it and also 

eventually make the change. X
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12/15/2017 12:23:49 Gina Romagnoli Telfer Parent of student

I am not I’m favor of the early start proposal. To me, this proposal 

is more in line with the local private school calendar, which works 

great if families have other children enrolled in private schools.

However, I , as well as many other MLWGS parents have another 

child or children that are public school students. This calendar 

would limit our family time together by an entire month. In 

addition, if my child plays a fall sport at MLWGS, and practices 

start an entire month before school starts, that would eliminate 

another 2 weeks of possible vacation time, as well, and leave only 

one month for the family to be together over the summer.

These kids will be off to college in a few more years! I would like 

them to be able to spend summers and vacations together as 

much as possible now. I know this doesn’t correlate with the 

rationale of midterm testing before the winter break, etc, but when 

I look back, am I going to wish my kids had midterms before 

winter or that they got to enjoy each other company over the 

summers? ..definitely the latter. My kids’ holistic emotional and 

social health come way before academics and is a priority for their 

success in life. 

That being said, I do realize that other families have the opposite 

problem... where MLWGS follows the public school schedule and 

siblings follow an early start private school schedule. In this case, 

I am sure this proposal is appealing.

Perhaps there is some happy medium that can be reached, like 

starting school one week early, instead of two.

Thanks for allowing me to share my thoughts! X X

12/15/2017 14:43:41 Andi McCoy parent of a freshman student

I am not in favor of changing to a two week earlier start to the 

year.  I have another child in public school and this would severely 

effect our summers together.  I understand that this may be an 

effort to appease families who have kids in private, but surely just 

a one week adjustment could suffice if there needs to be a 

change.   X

12/15/2017 14:53:23 Melyatta Powers Parent

My children have utilized an early start schedule on their previous 

schools and I agree that adjusting the schedule is beneficial to the 

students especially when it comes to having midterms before 

holiday break. It makes the learning more seamless. X

12/15/2017 16:26:24 Anika Kalluri Freshman

I believe that the early start proposal will be beneficial to Maggie 

Walker students. X

12/15/2017 18:59:05 Ramesh Natarajan Parent Early start X

12/16/2017 9:30:47 Christina Murray Parent

I prefer the earlier start date since it provides the students with 

additional instructional time to prepare for the AP exams.  X
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12/16/2017 13:55:49 Katie Morgan Sophomore parent

Henrico County has approved a calendar that has spring break 

occurring April 1-5 instead of being anchored to Easter as it is 

traditionally. Hanover County’s proposed calendar has the same 

April 1-5 break. I believe Chesterfield and Richmond may follow 

suit. I would propose that Maggie Walker align its spring break 

with those 4 major districts. X

12/19/2017 19:04:59 Diane Winters Parent

The August 20 start date is not a concern. It would be a problem 

for our family  and others who have children that attend different 

schools to have their spring break on different weeks. It also 

seems like it would be problematic for sports schedules as the 

school competes against schools with different calendars. X

12/21/2017 9:09:41 Cindy Mistretta Parent 

While I understand the reason to begin looking at an early start for 

MW , I do not think this is something you can implement next 

year. 8 months is not sufficient time for a change as significant as 

this. My family has already reserved and paid for a vacation 

beginning the 3rd week in August and going in to the 4th week. 

My son will be a senior next year and this would ruin our last 

chance to travel to our destination. We could not go the following 

year. 

I know we are not the only family that has plans for late August. It 

seems like if even one family would lose money or a vacation 

(beach rentals, cruises, etc that cannot be reacheduled$, it is not 

fair to consider the new start for 2018-2019. All but one district 

has a post Lobor Day start so you are talking about families with 

kids in schools other than MW. This is a huge hardship to put on 

families with such late notice. X

12/27/2017 10:32:37 Glenn Telfer Parent 

I am against the early start. While I can see some benefits, these 

are outweighed by the drawbacks for families with children in 

RPS. X

12/31/2017 19:42:45 Vencetia Flournoy Student I am in support of the early school start! X

1/1/2018 23:07:54 Elizabeth Fidler Parent I strongly support the early start proposal. Excellent idea! X

1/1/2018 23:08:50 Robert Fidler Jr Parent I strongly support the early start proposal. X

1/1/2018 23:13:09 Samantha Fidler Student

I am in favor of the proposed new calender. It will ameliorate 

some of the stress of end of the year testing. Additionally, winter 

break would be a restful period without feelings of guilt and worry 

for the up coming exams. X
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1/2/2018 11:17:50 Erika King Parent

I am not in favor of the early start proposal.  The end of August is 

a family vacation time for our family that allows us to take 

advantage of shoulder season rates at the beach (already 

booked).  With all the other public school counties following 

standard schedules with starting school after Labor Day, families 

with multiple kids in school may be impacted juggling schedules 

both for the early start and the early end to the calendar year on 

that plan.  In addition, this upcoming summer would be shortened 

for students already in attendance, negatively affecting their ability 

to rest and recuperate during summer break.  Please count my 

vote for the standard start proposal. X

1/2/2018 11:51:56 Annika King Family member

Please keep the standard start date.  Annika King is a family 

member and we have already made plans that can't be changed 

during the last weeks in August.  Thanks, X

1/2/2018 14:40:15 Adam Sachs

Current Student (Class 

of 2019)

The proposed early start schedule for the 2018-19 school year is 

a great idea and I hope the regional school board will vote for its 

approval. The new schedule would reduce student stress 

significantly, especially if midterm exams were to be conducted 

BEFORE winter break. It would also align better with AP Exam 

schedules. However, I believe it is imperative that our Spring 

Break aligns with the Spring Break of Henrico, Richmond, and 

Chesterfield. There are clearly many benefits of the proposed 

early start schedule for the 2018-19 school year and I encourage 

the members of the regional school board to support this new 

schedule. X

1/2/2018 15:04:23 Amanda Bulbrook Family Member

*  The early start would create different schedules for families with 

kids in other public schools

*  The standard start allows the ability to take advantage of 

shoulder season rates at the beach, etc.

*  If changing to the early start schedule happens this year, the 

summer time for existing students will be shortened reducing their 

ability to rest and recuperate. X

1/2/2018 15:15:20 Sidra Butt parent I support the earlier start time. X

1/2/2018 15:15:46 Jawad Bhatti parent I support the earlier start time. X
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1/2/2018 15:38:45 Annika King Student

The following proposal should not be proposed for the 2018-2019 

school year. I have a sibling in a different county that would not 

follow the same schedule that Maggie Walker is proposing, 

therefore our family vacation times would be completely different. 

Additionally, it would shorten the upcoming summer by 2 weeks, 

which is problematic for severa reasons. First, many students, 

especially at Maggie Walker take online courses such as Econ 

and Personal Finance, gym, and health, not to mention drivers ed. 

Shortening the upcoming summer would further condense all 

those responsibilities.l Lastly, many vacations have already been 

booked by families for the two weeks early school would start, 

including myself. Please reconsider the proposal to either not 

happen at all or to initiate in the 2019-2020 school year. X

1/2/2018 15:53:05 Sophia Balcomb Parent of a 9th grader

I support the earlier start time. The reasons the committee give 

are all rational and sound. In addition, the earlier start time lines 

up with most college fall semester start times (including VCU) - 

since some classes are dual enrollment with VCU then MLWGS 

students would be starting those classes in line with their own 

school year.  For parents who work for any of the 

colleges/universities in the greater Richmond area, the earlier 

start time would also line up with the beginning of their fall 

semesters. X

1/2/2018 17:02:19 Michelle Jepson Parent Please adopt the new early start calendar. X

1/2/2018 17:39:58 Judy Chvala

Family member attends 

Maggie Walker

I oppose the calendar change for the 2018 - 2019 school year.  A 

change this significant should be made at least a calendar year 

ahead.  My family already has vacation plans made for the two 

weeks prior to the normal school start.  Going forward if the 

change is made for 2019 - 2020, it will impact families with 

children in other public schools that have different schedules.  I 

don't feel the benefit of a change such as this outweighs the 

disadvantages. X

1/2/2018 19:47:27 Dietta slayton Parent

In favor of the early start in order to eliminate the ap week and 

align with sports workouts which require

Families to end vacations by the August time frame anyway. X

1/3/2018 8:22:01 John Farmer Parent of sophmore

We prefer the early-start. It's best to have exams before 

Christmas, and to have more time for students to get ready for 

APs. X

1/3/2018 8:51:54 Deepthi Kalluri

Parent of Freshman 

(class of 2021) Early start X
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1/3/2018 14:48:15 Rachel Loving MLWG Employee

While there are potential advantages to an early start school year, 

I would like to ask the Board to consider the impact the proposed 

early start calendar would have on employees and families with 

children in other school systems. Because MLWGS is a single 

high school that requires admission, many employees and 

families have children in other school systems. While no division 

calendars line up exactly, the proposed early start calendar would 

decrease common break time by two weeks. While this could be 

inconvenient and stressful for families of MLWGS students, there 

is also a potential for financial burden for MLWGS employees with 

small children. The cost of child care or a full-day camp could 

range from $200-$400 for week. The financial burden on an 

employee with two young children in public elementary school 

who will need two additional weeks of coverage could range from 

$800-$1600 when there would be no additional compensation. 

Some employees have spouses and other family members that 

may be able to take on these additional child care responsibilities, 

but there would still be significant impact on common family time. 

With school systems making different choices about spring break, 

common family time will only become that much more rare. I 

would ask the Board to please revisit the early start calendar 

proposal (and its pros and cons) when more school systems are 

able to also consider such calendars. X

1/3/2018 19:55:53 Emily Goodman parent

With the revisions to the 2 calendars aligning the spring breaks, I 

prefer the early start calendar to take pressure off our kids.  It is a 

better calendar for AP classes and better to have exams before 

winter break.  I love the idea and hope it is selected.  Thanks! X

1/3/2018 21:00:01

Mary Michael 

Schweiker

Parent,class of 

2019(and 2016, 2014)

Please consider for both early start and standard start schedules 

having classes continue through Dec 20/21 2918 and have break 

include Jan 3/4  2019. Staff and students would be off the same 

number of days but would instead have 2 full weeks with 3 

weekends of break instead of 1 full week, parts of 2 other weeks, 

and the loss of one weekend. The full 2 week break would also 

allow more time for exams for the early start schedule.  For those 

who like to travel over the holidays the full 2 week schedule allows 

more flexibility and cheaper prices for after holiday travel. 

Thank you for your consideration. X

1/8/2018 6:00:05 Andrew Burrichter Parent Yes X

1/8/2018 9:24:19 Jennifer O'Flynn Parent of student I fully support the early start. X
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1/8/2018 10:02:35 Ruth Greene parent of a junior

I have concerns as to how the early start will affect the college 

boot camp that is usually offered for those entering their senior 

year.  If this is a week before the early start summer will end very 

early and  it will be difficult or impossible for those students who 

have committed to summer programs such as camp counselors 

and other positions for which they have already committed to 

travel.

Please advise as to when/if this college boot camp program will 

be offered on the early start calendar. X

1/8/2018 10:13:11 Bea Snidow Parent

I am in favor of the early start option, primarily if mid-term exams 

would then be scheduled before the holiday break. This would 

allow for a more relaxing break for students and a fresh start in 

January without the immediate stress of having to prepare for 

exams. X

1/8/2018 11:29:53 Ginger O'Neil

current parent, recent 

alum parent, 

Foundation Board 

member, fan

I see some clear advantages to the new calendar. One thing I 

think we need to be sure to consider though is that August is a big 

month for rising seniors working on college applications as many 

apps come out on August 1. Just another thing to keep in mind 

when doing the pro and con lists. X
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1/9/2018 10:36:59 Millie Tompkins Student

To whom it may concern,

I do not support the change in the Maggie Walker calendar.  

Adding an additional two weeks of school at Maggie Walker would 

not be beneficial in any sense. First, because it’s earlier than 

almost all of the public school systems, there would be no bus 

transportation for underclassmen.  This would add an 

unnecessary challenge to many families.  Additionally, one of the 

reasons written on the school website that this change is being 

considered so there is  extra preparation for the AP exams.  

Maggie Walker students receive some of the highest AP scores.  

In fact, in the 2016-17 school year, 95% of Maggie Walker 

students that took AP exams scored a 3 or higher.  It is evident, 

as a whole, our students do extremely well on these tests and do 

not need the extra preparation.  Plus, not all students take AP 

exams.  For example, almost the entire freshman class takes 

almost all honors classes, therefore, this would be unfair.  Another 

reason that was given was that this would end summer 

assignments and early AP days.  However, the benefit of summer 

assignments is that students have the freedom of managing their 

time and finishing their work when they can during their busy 

summer schedules.  By adding two weeks of the school year, this 

would block out time students could use more productively 

towards getting community service hours, going on camp or 

vacation, or relaxing.  Next, the website says a proposed benefit 

would be that the calendar would better align with sports.  

However, not every person plays a spring sport.  This would 

completely change the entire student body’s schedule for the sake 

of four sports.  The proposed reason from what I understand is to 

eliminate the possibility of sports teams playing in state 

championships during exam time, so they would instead play 

during the summer.  However, this reason is almost entirely 

hypothetical because it is not guaranteed if teams will make it to X

1/9/2018 21:51:35 Suzanne Walker Parent of Student

I am against making this calendar change. We use our August 

time to visit with family in other states and have done so for 15 

years. Making this change now will impact more then just our 

schedule and may mean my daughter misses out on important 

time with extended family. X
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1/9/2018 23:56:59 Paula Shearer Parent

I am in favor of the Early Start calendar. It lines up better with the 

demand of the students time for fall sports and AP classes. When 

these responsibilities start weeks before school starts it takes 

personal time away from students who should be relaxing and 

recharging for the upcoming school year. The Early Start option 

also allows students to complete exams before the holiday break 

allowing them to enjoy time with friends and family rather than 

spending their time studying, stressing and feeling anxious about 

exams. The Early Start calendar feels more student friendly. I 

realize some families may complain that it differs from their home 

schools calendar, putting their children on separate start/end 

dates. But I don't really see the validity of that argument. If parents 

are willing to forgo vacations or other family activities so their 

children can attend sports or marching band practices in 

August...or attend AP classes...shouldn't they be willing to let their 

child start school at that time too, especially if it is of benefit to a 

students overall mental health? X

1/10/2018 17:52:34 Fred Ochsenhirt Parent

Please adopt the August start for 2018-2019. Our students are at 

a serious disadvantage in AP preparation compared to students 

that start in August. Any issues regarding transportation and 

scheduling are manageable, and the students’ educational needs 

should come first. X

1/11/2018 9:14:34 Sherri L Kelly Parent of a student

I am fine with either calendar except the earlier schedule shouldn't 

happen until 2019-2020. We have already scheduled and paid for 

next year's family vacation in August. With the earlier schedule 

my son would miss the first week of school. We can't be the only 

family that has already scheduled family vacation. If we go to the 

earlier start, can it please be for the 2019-2020 school year? 

Thank you. X

1/11/2018 16:43:02 Matt Hinkle Parent I favor an early start X

1/12/2018 10:23:21 Amy Corning Parent I favor the change to the early start calendar. X

1/15/2018 10:13:22 Jeannine Chewning son Hayden class 2020

I’ve read all the rationale and the biggest hurdle I see is having 

children in other school divisions with a different calendar 

complicates planning/scheduling for families.  Vacation dates will 

be limited, as the MLWGS student will be heading back in mid-

Aug, but an HCPS student won’t be out until mid-June, which 

effectively shortens the family’s summer when everyone is free. 

As a teacher in Henrico, it simplifies things for my family to have 

basically the same school calendar. This possible change 

concerns me.  I wonder how this will affect summer opportunities 

or internships. X

1/25/2018 20:26:50 Andrew Parent STANDARD START X
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Facebook 12/13/2017 Leigh Anne Ratliff Parent

Fantastic! I support this change absolutely! Our AP students (arguably 

the bulk of the school) need to be receiving the same amount of in 

school/instruction time as the rest of kids across the country taking these 

exams at the same time. X

Facebook 12/13/2017 Wil Payne Long overdue X

Facebook 12/13/2017 Will Larson Student Great ideas! X

Facebook 12/13/2017 Jonah Sweeney Oh hallelu X

Facebook 12/13/2017 Samantha Dardick Mier Parent If exams are for sure before winter break, then this sounds great! X

Facebook 12/13/2017 Christine Wampler Parent

We did this for 9 years prior to MW. I didn't see any benefit. Our 

summers ended two weeks early, we couldn't have a real Labor Day 

weekend, and for younger children,there was no daycare or camp for the 

two weeks until everyone else was out. Are the busses going to be 

running for the two weeks before all of the other schools begin? Many 

families have children in different school systems and this just adds more 

complexity. X

Facebook 12/13/2017 Peggy Loftus Finck Parent
I'm for it. Our home school district does it already, and it works very well - 

academically and otherwise. X

Facebook 12/13/2017 Deneen Farthing Costic Very beneficial for the students! Excellent proposal X

Facebook 12/13/2017 Ben Rhoades Yes yes yes X

Facebook 12/13/2017 John Farmer Parent Great proposal. Make is so, please. X

Facebook 12/13/2017

Magdalena Manolis 

Tahamtani What a fantastic student oriented focus! Bravo ! X

TOTALS 51 19 11

63% 23% 14%
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https://www.facebook.com/leighanne.ratliff.3?fref=ufi&rc=p
https://www.facebook.com/will.larsoon?fref=ufi&rc=p
https://www.facebook.com/jonah.sweeney.773?fref=ufi&rc=p
https://www.facebook.com/samantha.mier.16?fref=ufi&rc=p
https://www.facebook.com/christine.wampler.33?fref=ufi&rc=p
https://www.facebook.com/peggy.loftusfinck?fref=ufi&rc=p
https://www.facebook.com/deneencostic?fref=ufi&rc=p
https://www.facebook.com/ben.rhoades.16?fref=ufi&rc=p
https://www.facebook.com/johnblantonfarmer?fref=ufi&rc=p
https://www.facebook.com/magdalena.tahamtani?fref=ufi&rc=p
https://www.facebook.com/magdalena.tahamtani?fref=ufi&rc=p

